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Abstract. Otherwise successful research efforts in intelligent critical care
monitoring often fail to achieve the same level of success when applied to actual
clinical systems, or when additional tasks or knowledge, possibly outside the
original problem domain, are added.  A variety of factors contribute to this lack
of success, including issues related to system reliability, scalability, and inherent
design restrictions imposed by the underlying knowledge model of the system.
These issues can and, in part, have been addressed by distributing data and
monitoring tasks to separate modules.  However, effective knowledge
distribution remains a significant challenge.  This paper reviews research efforts
to distribute intelligent monitoring systems, and describes the SIMON (Signal
Interpretation and MONitoring) architecture, which currently supports
distributed tasks and data.  Advantages and disadvantages of this distribution are
detailed, and preliminary results of clinical testing are presented.

1 Introduction

Monitoring and caring for critically ill patients requires complex, timely analysis of
many types of information.  Intelligent monitoring is used to describe the task of
knowledge-intensive integration of data from multiple sources where real-time
constraints must be considered, and much work has been done to apply these
techniques to the problems of intensive care unit monitoring.  However, building and
implementing these systems presents many difficulties.  Some of the challenges can
be addressed by partitioning a system into multiple components, and distributing data,
tasks, and/or knowledge among these components.  Typically, distribution is used to
address issues including: 1) Performance: Distributing tasks over multiple processors
and/or platforms allows work to be shared; 2) Reliability: Systems with multiple,
redundant components may be less prone to failure; 3) Reuse: Components might be
copied for use in other systems, or modified with minimal effects on the system as a
whole; 4) Scalability: Properly designed systems may be scaled up by adding
additional modules; and 5) Expandability: New functionality, such as interfaces to
other systems, can be tested and added with minimal impact.  Although much work
remains, recent advances in technology and wide availability of low-cost PC systems
facilitate efforts to solve these problems via distributed data, tasks, and knowledge in



intelligent critical care monitoring systems.  The following brief review highlights
research efforts, standards, and tools that enhance distribution. It is not exhaustive as
space constraints prevent a complete listing of systems and research projects.

1.1 Distributing Data

Communicating data among system components is often the first challenge to be
addressed, since tasks and knowledge cannot be distributed in practice without such
communication.  Even the most centralized monitoring systems typically require
interfaces to “distributed” bedside medical devices.  In most cases these interfaces are
proprietary, and researchers have expended considerable work to simply collect and
integrate data from distributed bedside devices [1].  Efforts to provide a standard
protocol for communicating data from these devices is the focus of the IEEE 1073
standard (Medical Information Bus, or MIB) [2].  Increasingly, intelligent monitoring
systems must share information with other hospital systems such as the clinical lab.
Efforts to standardize this communication are also underway, in the form of the HL7
protocol [3].

In addition to collecting data from distributed sources, information must also be
communicated between internal system components and user interfaces.  Various
approaches have been attempted including use of interprocess communication (IPC)
[4] and network file sharing [5].  Recently, the world wide web (WWW) and
hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) have been used to provide users with distributed
interfaces to medical monitoring systems [6], and to collect data from clinical users
using web-based programming languages such as Java [7].  These and other
communication standards have simplified the task of distributing data, although
implementing standards often requires additional programming tools or resources, i.e.,
a web server for distributing WWW interfaces.

Overall, a variety of standards combined with past research success promise to
make data distribution less problematic.  Vendors of physiologic monitors and other
bedside devices are beginning to incorporate standard interfaces that provide
relatively easy access to some or all data [8].  There are still no universal solutions,
though, so individual design and resource constraints are the main factors in choosing
methods to communicate data between distributed components.

1.2 Distributing Tasks

Distributing data in intelligent monitoring systems is motivated by the need to support
distributed tasks.  Tasks are often classified by the level of abstraction at which they
operate.  Low level tasks are those devoted to acquisition of raw data, while higher
level tasks identify features and perform complex reasoning [9].  Through the early
90’s efforts to distribute tasks along these lines were motivated mainly by
performance concerns.  For example, the Intelligent Cardiovascular Monitor [10] used
the process trellis architecture to ensure real-time performance of monitoring tasks,
given sufficient numbers of processing units.  Currently, the performance/price
increase in readily available computing technology seems to be outpacing processing
demands of most intelligent monitoring systems, making performance less of a



concern.  Instead, researchers are distributing tasks to support system reliability,
scalability, expandability, and component reuse.  The NeoGanesh system for closed-
loop control of mechanical ventilation is composed of distributed modules, or agents,
in part “to facilitate future extensions and refinements, and to allow reuse of
knowledge bases” [11].

A variety of tools and standards to support task distribution are becoming widely
available.  Proper use of object-oriented (OO) programming methods and languages
such as C++ and Java facilitates development of individual system modules.
Standards such as CORBA [12] and de facto standards such as Microsoft’s DCOM
[13] provide for distribution of object functionality across different processes,
possibly across networked computer systems.  Groups including the Andover
Working Group [14] and CORBAmed [15] are developing information models to
support component-based OO development in health care.  From a theoretical
perspective, substantial work in distributed artificial intelligence and multi-agent
systems continues to advance methods for effectively dividing tasks in complex
knowledge-based systems [16].  There is no universal consensus as to how to best
distribute tasks in intelligent monitoring systems, and individual system requirements
and available resources are still the main factors in choosing a solution.

1.3 Distributing Knowledge

The previous section described effective research efforts, tools, and standards to
distribute tasks in intelligent monitoring systems, including tasks related to knowledge
representation and processing.  However, distributing knowledge-oriented tasks
usually does not result in the expected benefits of modularization, from a knowledge
engineering perspective.  In fact, it is usually more difficult to modify, reuse, and
augment the knowledge of a medical decision support system when the knowledge is
divided among multiple components.  Task-oriented modules usually compete for
system resources and data, which are relatively easy to conceptualize, model, and
allocate.  Knowledge modules, in comparison, compete for something much less
tangible: the right to govern a particular aspect of system behavior, given a particular
system state and inputs.  Typically this is not a problem in well-defined problem
domains, as developers can ensure consistency among knowledge modules to
eliminate potential inconsistencies and conflict.  However, as systems are generalized
and augmented to expand their usefulness, potential inconsistencies in the knowledge
base (KB) rapidly become problematic [17].  Efforts to standardize and modularize
medical knowledge representation such as the Arden syntax [18] are useful for
building systems and encoding knowledge, but do not deal with the core problems
related to medical knowledge distribution and augmentation.

Researchers are beginning to address these difficult challenges.  Designing
systems with reusable, domain-independent problem solving methods that operate on
reusable domain ontologies  (descriptions of domain concepts and relationships) holds
promise for increasing reusability of problem-solving knowledge in medical
informatics applications [17]. The MAITA (Monitoring, Analysis, and Interpretation
Tool Arsenal) project is developing tools to allow rapid, distributed construction of
ontologies and knowledge bases, to enhance the development and incremental
augmentation of knowledge-based monitoring systems in non-medical domains [19].



In medical domains implementation of clinical guidelines poses similar knowledge
representation and distribution problems, which is the focus of the ASGAARD project
[20].  Issues of maintaining consistency in large, distributed KBs are also a concern in
controlled medical terminology systems.  These are being addressed, in part, by
incorporating intelligent system modules responsible for maintaining KB consistency
when new knowledge is added [21].  Finally, related work in cooperative multi-agent
systems is being applied to patient care systems [22].  It is uncertain if current lines of
research will adequately address the significant problems of medical knowledge
distribution in intelligent monitoring systems, or if new methods will be needed.

To summarize this brief review, despite a great deal of research and attempts to
distribute data, tasks, and knowledge in intelligent monitoring systems, there are still
few universally accepted tools, standards, or methods. In most cases the individual
implementation is the single most important factor in determining the best approach.
A variety of choices regarding component distribution must be made during design,
implementation, and testing phases.  Some of the choices and factors influencing
distribution and clinical use of the SIMON system are described in the next section.

2 Methods: The SIMON Architecture

The SIMON system [4] was re-designed to provide a significantly more distributed
architecture, as shown in Figure 1. The overall motivation for distribution was to
better support intelligent monitoring research in a clinical environment, and minimize
system maintenance requirements.

Fig. 1.  Current SIMON architecture, organized by component function.  Arrows show data
flow, with plain arrows corresponding to TCP/IP sockets communication.  Hashed arrows
indicate ad hoc data sharing to support components that do not yet implement socket interfaces.
Specific module names, described in the text, are underlined.

As such, the new system incorporates several significant changes.  First, a central
point of access to all system data was included to explicitly provide information
translation and message routing functionality.  Second, use of platform-neutral TCP/IP
communication protocols was introduced.  Finally, publish-subscribe methods were
incorporated.  In comparison, the original system components extensively used Unix
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shared memory and remote procedure calls for communication between modules [4],
which was difficult to extend and support in the current environment.  The various
component modules, and rationale for implementing them, are described below.

2.1 Interface Server

The Interface Server is the key to system distribution, as it is responsible for message
routing and translation.  Making these tasks explicit and dedicating them to a single
module allows for a great deal of flexibility in designing and implementing other
system components.  Additional modules can be tested and added as needed to
augment system functionality, and existing modules can be modified with minimal
impact on existing components.  In terms of software engineering, the SIMON
Interface Server enables a degree of binary encapsulation between components.  From
a functional standpoint, monitoring systems research often requires relatively high
data transfer rates, especially when physiologic waveforms are involved.  For that
reason the SIMON Interface Server incorporates a publish-subscribe system, in which
new data can be continuously routed (published) to system modules as data is
collected, given a single request (subscription).  This enables higher efficiency than
traditional approaches, where components issue explicit requests for new data
periodically.  The server also has mechanisms for queuing data, in the event that a
network connection to a subscriber is interrupted, and will feed the queued data to the
module if/when the connection is resumed.  All data is time-stamped at the point of
collection to ensure accurate interpretation by system components regardless of transit
delays.  Another important aspect of the Interface Server is that all communication
with it must be via TCP/IP sockets.  Although translation modules must be built to
support data transfer for non-TCP/IP sources, this makes data routing much simpler.
Routing becomes a matter of associating two ports, and any intermediate translation
need only be concerned with the data format itself, not the underlying communication
mechanisms.  While this approach might be somewhat limiting in the long term (see
Discussion below), it allows rapid addition of new system modules and easy
modification of routing schemes to support the dynamic nature of research-based
systems.

The Interface Server, and most other system components except where noted
below, are currently implemented in C++ and run as Windows NT (Microsoft,
Redmond, Washington) services.  Running applications as services enables automatic
startup when the system is booted, secure remote control though the Windows NT
Server remote service manager, and operation independent of user sessions.

2.2 Data Collection Modules

The data collection modules interface with various bedside devices and hospital
information systems such as the clinical lab, and relay this data to the Interface Server.
We have implemented a flexible approach to collecting data from bedside medical
equipment with RS-232 serial interfaces, using RS-232 to Ethernet bridges.  These
compact devices are easily mounted near the bed, and allow a remote computer to
transparently access up to eight RS-232 serial ports via a 10BT Ethernet network.



Furthermore, multiple devices can be accessed from a single computer, and only
performance concerns and limits of the operating system restrict the total number of
serial ports.   Thus, a single computer at a remote location can connect directly to
large numbers of RS-232 bedside medical equipment at multiple beds.  Conversely,
multiple computers can interface to different devices at a single bedside, if high-
performance data collection from multiple devices is required.  This provides great
flexibility in implementing bedside data collection modules.

In practice, several concerns must be addressed when interfacing bedside
medical devices via distributed networks.  In addition to bandwidth issues there are
security concerns, as an individual’s medical data is being transmitted and there is the
remote potential to disrupt operation of certain bedside devices via serial interfaces.
Also, reliability may be lower than direct serial connections, especially if network
load is high.  The current SIMON implementation addresses these issues by using a
dedicated, isolated Ethernet network for all device communication.  In addition, use of
separate data collection modules for each medical device improves reliability,
reducing the potential for failures to affect multiple devices.  The current
implementation supports data collection from physiologic monitors, IV pumps,
ventilators, and cardiac output machines.  Figure 2 shows a sample of actual data
collected by the system.

Fig. 2. Bedside device data collected once per second, plotted over one hour.  The upper plots
show cardiovascular data, including heart rate and catheter pressure readings.  Respiratory data
including pulse oximetry and ventilator data would appear in the middle plot if this patient had
required such monitoring.  The lower bar plots show IV drug infusion rates, with the bar
thickness corresponding to normalized dosage.



2.3 User Interfaces

The World Wide Web is often used to provide user interfaces to data.  Web
technology provides a means of rapidly developing distributed clients and is highly
desirable in most cases.  However, direct web access to the SIMON Interface Server is
undesirable for several reasons.  First, presentation of data via the web is resource
intensive, both in terms of hypertext markup language (html) formatting and
implementing http protocols.  For example, the graph shown in Fig. 2 is used in a
current web interface, and must be generated from substantial amounts of monitor
data.  If current displays are needed these graphs must be re-created often.
Furthermore, incorporating a web server sacrifices the flexibility to move or
reconfigure Interface Server(s), since distributed clients (which may not be under the
project’s direct control) would rely on the server being at a given address.  Finally,
both commercial and public domain web servers are widely available, and have
additional features such as support for secure protocols and more efficient handling of
client requests.  As such, the current implementation incorporates an additional
module called Art to format data and provide it to a web server.  Art does not yet
interface directly to the Interface Server, but accesses data by reading text files
generated by another module, as indicated by the hashed arrow in Figure 1.

In some cases user interfaces do not need to include formatted data or be widely
distributed, and it is usually faster to develop them for the native target platform.   For
example, Figure 3 shows the prototype HTG (Head Trauma GUI), a SIMON interface
for use on a dedicated workstation adjacent to a bed near the bedside of patients with
traumatic head injuries. Since it has been designed for use at only a few beds
simultaneously and extensive data formatting is not required, it is implemented in C++
and accesses the Interface Server directly.

Fig. 3.  Prototype of Head Trauma GUI, a bedside user interface. Users can enter
periodic patient assessments and identify the drugs being given through IV pumps.



2.4 Other Modules

Additional system modules are responsible for archiving and accessing data, and for
implementing logic to support system management and decision support tasks.  Most
of these components are under development or are being ported from the previous
SIMON architecture, so their implementation is not entirely consistent with the
reference architecture.  Hash marks on arrows in Figure 1 indicate these
inconsistencies, by showing data transfers that should be handled via the Interface
Server.

In terms of data storage and system management, the ArchiveClient module
subscribes to data from the Interface Server, and stores it in ASCII text files as it is
received.  ArchiveClient was designed primarily to support system components that
could not be quickly adapted to the new architecture, such as the Art and Hoblyn
modules, and to provide an easy way to store data.  Hoblyn performs system and data
management tasks, such as maintaining patient demographic information and
archiving datasets as bed occupancy changes.  Hoblyn is currently implemented as a
finite state machine in PERL, and will eventually access data via the Interface Server
as opposed to ASCII text files.

In addition to logic for supporting patient identification and associated data
management, logic related to medical decision support is being implemented in
distributed modules.  The Hypervent module is the first attempt to encode medical
knowledge in the system, and will provide basic alerts related to treatment of head
injury patients on ventilators.  Currently being prototyped as a PERL script, hypervent
identifies a hyperventilated state based on ventilator settings, and then monitors
arterial blood gas results to ensure the desired pCO2 is obtained.  Alerts generated by
hypervent will be passed to the user interface shown in Figure 3 via the Interface
Server.  While the architecture supports easy addition of modules to incorporate
decision support knowledge into the system, it does not adequately address the issues
of effective knowledge distribution mentioned in section 1.3.  Overall, though, the
current SIMON implementation provides effective distribution of data and some tasks,
and has been successfully tested in the clinical environment.  Results of this
preliminary testing follow.

3 Results

SIMON has been operational on a single test bed in the VUMC trauma unit since
September, 1998, and an additional test bed was added in May, 1999.  As of that date,
data had been collected for 60 patients over most of their stay in the test beds.
Reliability was generally high and the system required attention less than once per
week.  Most failures occurred during initial testing, and the specific causes for almost
all failures were identified and corrected.  Some of this success in the initial field test
may be attributed to the distributed architecture, which allowed for easier reliability
testing during development, and “on-the-fly” modification of system components.  In
addition, the component-based architecture allowed for easy addition of the second
bed.  All hardware installation and software configuration was completed in under two
hours, and data from the original bed was interrupted for under ten minutes.



In April 1999, physicians and nurses began reviewing the data graphs shown in
Figure 2, at a bedside WWW interface during the course of patient care.  After three
weeks one physician reported modifying patient treatment based on observed trends in
intracranial pressure (ICP) and cerebral perfusion pressure.  The nurse was also
instructed to use the graphs as an aid in determining when to administer drugs to
reduce ICP.

4 Discussion

The current architecture supports distributed tasks and data in a critical care intelligent
monitoring system intended for research and development use.  Its success can be
evaluated in terms of the general factors that motivate system distribution, as outlined
in the introduction. First, SIMON achieves a degree of scalability, in that individual
component modules can be added to support additional tasks for new devices, over
multiple beds.  Currently, resources of the Interface Server are the main limiting factor
in how many modules can be added to the system.  Although the system has not
approached limits of computation power or available ports, it has only handled 1 Hz
parametric data on a routine basis. If high frequency waveform data is added
scalability could be limited.  This relates to issues of performance, and it is important
to be aware of additional computational resources needed to coordinate distribution.
In SIMON’s case, these additional resources were well worth the overall benefits of
modularizing the system, since SIMON does not incorporate many tasks which are
data-transfer intensive.  Similarly, reliability of distributed systems might not be
higher if the shared resources to coordinate communication are not robust.  Again, the
individual project environment dictates benefits of distribution: SIMON has a
dedicated network for device communication and a reliable platform to support
system modules, and distribution increased reliability.  Finally, the system is
expandable, as the sockets-based interface to the Interface Server provides
connectivity to and from a wide variety of computing platforms and languages.
Programs written in PERL, Java, and C++, running on Windows NT or Solaris (Sun
Microsystems, Palo Alto, California) platforms have successfully communicated with
the Interface Server.  Overall, the improvements in expandability and reliability are
most important in achieving an architecture to support intelligent monitoring research
in a clinical environment.  Some improvements are needed, though, to completely
achieve this objective.

In the short term, existing system modules will be upgraded to eliminate the ad
hoc data communication occurring outside the Interface Server.  Another short-term
objective is to develop modules for relational database support, to allow querying
historical data.  However, since current data is available through the Interface Server,
additional research efforts to provide clinical decision support based on short-term
information have already begun, in the form of elementary knowledge modules such
as Hypervent.  In the long term, development of extensive modular knowledge bases
will require addressing the challenging issues of knowledge distribution previously
described.   The SIMON architecture, by enabling flexible, reliable implementation of
distributed components in a working clinical monitoring system, significantly
enhances these research efforts.
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